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VÁLLALAT IRÁNYÍTÁS KÖNNYEDÉN

FOR A DYNAMIC AND INNOVATIVE LEADER, IT IS ESSENTIAL

TO MAKE THE TIME FOR STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT,

NETWORKING AND SEEKING NEW BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BESIDES ENSURING THE SMOOTH RUNNING OF THE

BUSINESS DAY IN, DAY OUT. THIS IS EASILY ACHIEVED WITH

THE HELP OF A FLEXIBLE AND INTEGRATED BUSINESS

MANAGEMENT SOLUTION.

Our company, has been

developing and operating integrated business

management solutions for nearly two decades.

Our customized softwares have been

successfully tested and applied in several

industries, both home and abroad, in a variety

of business environment ranging from small

and medium sized businesses to huge

corporations.

Our up-to-date business management

products integrate all back-office activities

into an intelligent, user-friendly system, from

document management through handling,

digitisation and electronic approval of offers,

contracts and payments to CRM, marketing,

accounting and controlling. The company’s

daily business operation is fully automated by

the system, so usual administrative tasks do

not distract attention or take time away from

profit-making workflow.

ENIAC Computing We supply a complex service package with the

software: customizing it to our clients’ needs,

providing training and 24-hour support all help

our partners maximize benefits that come with

the application. What’s more, we undertake

the entire system administration of your IT

background under our hosting service – a

simple, safe and cost-effective solution.

If you wish to get more information about us

and our management information softwares,

please visit our website (www.eniac.hu), or

make an appointment for a face-to-face

presentation where you may gain a better

insight into the benefits as well as get the

right answers to all your questions regarding

the application of the software.

We believe that our experience on the market

of management information systems help

contribute to your efforts and turn your

business operation into a lighter, more

efficient and successful one.

• Automated business activities

• Transparent business processes

• Lighter management

• Sound executive decisions

• Less operative tasks

• More time to do business

• Increasing customer satisfaction

• More successful operation
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THE IDEA OF A ’PAPER FREE OFFICE’ HAS BECOME WIDELY KNOWN

RECENTLY IN THE CONTEXT OF ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION. HANDLING

LETTERS, CONTRACTS, INVOICES AND OTHER DOCUMENTATION

ELECTRONICALLY REDUCES PAPER USAGE SIGNIFICANTLY, THUS

CONTRIBUTING TO NATURE CONSERVATION. IT HAS SOME ADDITIONAL

BENEFITS AS WELL.

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT

WITHOUT THE CONSTRAINTS OF PAPER



An up-to-date DMS-system provides several

functions from digital filing, confirmation and

storage of documents to classification and

analysis of documents as well as displaying

their history. These functions make back-

office activities simpler and much more

efficient.

Our system standardizes the

processing, archiving and long-term handling

of all business-related documents. Users can

have access to see and comment digital

documents anytime and anywhere, easily look

up the necessary documents and confirm

electronic receipts and invoices issued by the

software in as many as ten languages.

Assessing the information stored in the

system, the DMS-software alone is able to

produce statements and analyses which, by

supporting sound executive decisions, can

promote the success of the business.

The archiving function of the application

enables scanning of paper-based documents

as well as filing and storing digital documents.

The specific documents – offers, contracts,

invoices, performance notes – may be entered

in the system through a standard and user-

friendly interface. In order to track documents

on a multilevel basis, at registration users can

indicate from the master data the name of the

client, sender or recipient, the method of

receipt or dispatch and the feature of event.

Recorded data can be linked to contracts,

projects or job numbers and may be

complemented with several other aspects of

analysis.

ENIAC DOC

A number of documents can be attached to

each filing entry, such as contract appendices,

meeting minutes, pictures, project plans etc.

’Internal’ and ’public’ as well as ’confidential’,

’secret’ and ’top secret’ documents can also

be registered in the system. Besides

documents, the software automatically files

and archives emails. Due to this function

electronic business correspondence becomes

systematic and easy to track down.

Managing the flow of information and follow-

up of events can only be effective and

productive if the movement of documents

between co-workers and organisational units

can be monitored at every step of the

workflow. Therefore the system, depending on

authority, informs users electronically (email

or wap) about documents to be read or

confirmed.

The practical notice board function of

facilitates internal communication. Co-

workers can comment and make suggestions

on specific documents in a simple, on-line

form, which ensures that communication

about a topic or project can be traced back

any time later on.

ENIAC

DOC

ENIAC

DOCUMENT

MANAGEMENT

• Scanning documents

• Digital filing and storage of documents

• Documentation in ten languages

• Generating statements and analyses

• Encryption, authorisation management

• Notice board function
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CUSTOMER RELATIONS

IN FOCUS

IN THE FIERCE MARKET COMPETITON OF OUR TIMES IT IS NOT ENOUGH

SIMPLY TO PROVIDE HIGH QUALITY SERVICES AT A REASONABLE PRICE.

FOR THE LONG-TERM BUSINESS SUCCESS IT IS ESSENTIAL TO MEET

CUSTOMER DEMANDS ON A HIGH STANDARD AND CONSTANTLY MAINTAIN

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION, WHICH PUTS UP THE ROLE OF CRM.



ENIAC

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP

MANAGEMENT
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Customer Relationship Management is a

corporate level business strategy that puts

customer demands into the centre of business

operation, thus improving customer

satisfaction and company profitability.

helps boost efficiency of

customer service with the help of information

technology. The software covers all key areas

of customer contact: customer service,

marketing as well as sales. Besides collecting

and storing all client information (e.g. how

long they have been in contact with the

company, what products and how frequently

they purchase, what kind of offers they have

received, what complaints they have made

etc.), the system is able to classify and analyse

data according to any aspect, as well as make

reports, statements and forecasts. This way

specialists from different corporate fields can

rely on a shared ’knowledge base’ during their

work.

With the help of the

module, which can be linked to

the software, client information can be

visually displayed in the form of spectacular

graphs and diagrams, anytime and anywhere,

even on iPhone or iPad.

ENIAC CRM

ENIAC Business

Intelligence

The software highly supports the work of

customer service: it helps getting detailed

information about clients, mapping their

buying habits and providing clear and precise

client history. Apart from filed documents, all

client events and data, phone calls,

appointments or even helpdesk service calls

can be easily and quickly registered and

followed up in the system.

makes planning and follow-up of

marketing campaigns so much easier. Using

the software, client data can be analysed by

any aspect – order and payment habits,

turnover, geographical location, activity, ability

to make decisions etc. Such analyses, surveys

and complex statements all help to develop

well-established marketing plans. DM-letters

sent during the campaign, feedback,

telephone calls as well as meetings and

presentations can all be registered in the

system, which further simplifies the control of

processes, the evaluation of results and the

potential use of experience in the future.

During the offer phase of the sales process,

the software is capable of registering all offer

versions: documents can be scanned, attached

to CRM-entries, stored in a digital form and

tracked down anytime. This data can provide

useful information for the successful sales

activity and productive company performance

on the market.

ENIAC CRM

• Efficient customer service

• Analysing client information

• Supporting marketing campaigns

• Promoting successful sales

• Increasing customer satisfaction

• Evaluation of performance
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BALANCED

COMPANY PERFORMANCE

A MODERN, UP-TO-DATE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

FACILITATES THE DAILY RUNNING OF THE BUSINESS. WITH ITS HELP,

ROUTINE ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS CAN BE COMPLETED IN A MUCH

FASTER AND EASIER WAY. MANAGEMENT CAN THEREFORE DEDICATE

PRECIOUS TIME TO CONSIDERING STRATEGIC ISSUES AND SEEKING

NEW BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.



Our integrated business management solution,

supports corporate operational

processes effectively from document

management through CRM and marketing

functions to accounting and controlling.

Working from the master data of the filed

documents, various back-office tasks can

automatically be generated. The software

assigns the daily tasks (accounting, money

transfer, payroll, telephone calls, project work

etc.) by authority and sends a reminder to the

person responsible, and also implements the

job by clicking on the same panel. The

application’s dynamic framework and single

window data entry ensures clear and easy

application for users.

Due to its flexibility, the menu and statement

structure of can be set as

required. The software is able to customize the

user interface with the authorisation

management, providing individual settings for

users. The application is based on current user

interfaces applied by Microsoft, so it is simple

and easy to get used to it. The software is

applicable to any international economic

system such as the European Union or the

United States and can be adapted to diverse

rules and regulations without any difficulties,

creating up-to-date IFRS and US GAAP reports

as well.

ENIAC OMF

ENIAC OMF

ENIAC

OPERATION MANAGEMENT

& FINANCE

• A light business management solution,

with a wide range of functions

• Optimal price-value-performance rate

• Integrated management

of all business processes

• Accessible through the net

from anywhere, at any time
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The system provides business

solution for the day-to-day business

administration in two different configurations:

is a light and modern

management information system which is easy

to install, optimally integrating the operation

of the various departments and organisational

units of small and medium sized businesses.

With its use, business and workflow

management is largely simplified, and the

company gains flexibility to meet the

constantly changing business and market

requirements.

is a complex and

effective business management solution,

customized to the operation of large

corporations. The system enables a real-time

insight into the whole company: owners,

leaders and employees can all have quick and

convenient access to information needed for

the daily running of the business as well as for

making sound decisions.

ENIAC OMF

ENIAC OMF Ezy

ENIAC OMF Custom
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ACCURATE ACCOUNTING,

SMOOTH FINANCES

BUSINESS PROCESSES CAN BE BEST CONTROLLED AND ANALYSED

THROUGH THE SYSTEM OF FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING. A MODERN,

INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING SYSTEM, BESIDES ADMINISTERING ACCOUNTS

AND FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS, HELPS FOLLOW-UP THE ECONOMIC

SITUATION OF THE ORGANISATION, PREPARE ANALYTICS AND MAKE

SOUND FINANCIAL DECISION.



ENIAC AB4

ENIAC AB4 Basic

ENIAC AB4 Corporate

provides businesses with a

professional solution to administer complex

accounting tasks in two different

configurations:

performs basic accounting

functions simply and cost-effectively. We

recommend this product to start-up or

established businesses where precise

implementation and support of accounting

tasks is essential. Installing this software leads

to instant business results and significant

savings in human resources.

involves all accounting

tasks from financial records through payroll

and asset management to complex controlling

functions. We offer this product to businesses

facing unique challenges during their

activities. The flexible software meets all

corporate requirements.

ENIAC AB4

ENIAC AB4

is a complex, easy-to-install

accounting system due to its user friendly

configuration. The application offers a fully

comprehensive solution to handle all

economic and financial events within

accountancy: digital registration of customer

and supplier invoices and analytics, petty cash

flow management, follow-up of the daily bank

transactions and balances. The e-bank

function helps scan the daily banking flows

with just one click. Outgoing invoices are easy

and quick to generate in as many as ten

languages and several currencies. The

software automatically books compensations,

VAT impositions and differences in exchange

rate.

is an integrated system which

supports single and quick input of

comprehensive data. It also checks internal

links between systems as well as logical

discrepancies. With the help of controlling

tools, it is easy to calculate and analyse the

development of costs and turnover by profit

centre, bearer of cost or place of cost,

indicated in HUF or other currency. The

system automatically generates the

company’s official outgoing correspondence,

i.e. statements of account, payment

reminders, compensations, delivery notes,

invoices and cash vouchers, makes out the

VAT returns, the official Hungarian balance

sheet and communicates electronically with

the ABEV and ANYK softwares of the National

Tax and Customs Administration (NAV) and all

bank softwares known in Hungary.

ENIAC

ACCOUNTING

& BUSINESS

• Complex accounting system

• User friendly configuration

• Electronic invoicing

• Extensive controlling solution

• Single and quick data entry

• E-bank function
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CONTROLLED BUSINESS OPERATION

WITHOUT RESTRICTIONS

A WELL FUNCTIONING CONTROLLING SYSTEM MAY PLAY A MAJOR ROLE IN

THE EFFORTS TOWARDS SUCCESSFUL OPERATION. IT HELPS THE MANAGING

DIRECTOR OBTAIN A CLEAR AND CONCISE PICTURE OF THE CURRENT

SITUATION OF THE COMPANY AND LONG-TERM DEVELOPMENT OF ITS

FINANCIAL PROCESSES. THIS INFORMATION IS CRUCIAL IN MAKING SOUND

STRATEGIC DECISIONS, AND ULTIMATELY TO ACHIEVE BUSINESS SUCCESS.



One of the main features of our integrated

controlling system is the flexibility to adapt to

existing controlling processes easily, which

allows creating individual, firm specific

analysing structures in the software. Any

number of classification or collection aspects

may be given in the application, which can

later be extended or modified, thus the

software is capable of following up business

development as well as change in range of

products or services on a regular basis.

The analysing function enables the

management to obtain information about the

financial situation of the company quickly and

easily, and, based on previous experience,

make the right decisions for the future. The

application supports forecasting corporate

trends, contributes to improving the efficiency

of marketing activities, and by analysing data

history and previous information, it promotes

a more precise target group setting.

The software analyses data according to given

aspects (e.g. type of cost, bearer of cost,

project), produces the cash flow statements

and management information reports. In

addition, it can generate foreign reports (e.g.

IFRS and US GAAP) in which data are put into

categories different from the Hungarian

accounting rules.

The application allows consolidation, joint

analysis of several company turnovers, and

supports the administration of groups

operating in a holding structure. The system

makes efforts to keep company data ’fit’: it

advises on lack of documents if necessary (or

indicates if there is no contract belonging to

an existing invoice) and helps find them

quickly and easily.

A dynamic and mobile leader constantly

seeking new business opportunities will find

our (business intelligence) module

extremely useful as it can be linked to the

controlling system and the user can have

immediate access to mobile business

information about company performance, at

any time and anywhere. With the help of

unique reports, spectacular graphs and

diagrams displayed also on iPhones or iPads,

the owner can easily check cash flow or

turnover, enquire about the necessary client

information or get prompt information on the

current situation of an ongoing project. With

this solution, free from constraints, the

company’s business processes may be

precisely tracked down and put under control

– even en route.

ENIAC BI

13

• Flexible, integrated system

• Company specific analyzing structures

• Analytics by various aspects

• Cash-flow statements

• Hungarian and foreign reports

• Business intelligence module
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ERP-HOSTING: CONVENIENT,

SAFE, AND COST-EFFECTIVE

ENIAC COMPUTING WAS ONE OF THE FIRST PIONEERS TO LAUNCH ITS

HOSTING SERVICE ON THE DOMESTIC MARKET OF BUSINESS SOLUTIONS.

WHAT HOSTING REALLY MEANS IS THAT, INSTEAD OF THE CLIENT, IT IS

THE SERVICE PROVIDER WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR INSTALLATIONS,

MAINTANANCE, TROUBLESHOOTING IF NECESSARY, EVEN THE ENTIRE

OPERATION OF THE IT BACKGROUND.



With the hosting service, our clients can make

significant savings on resources: they can

forget about the day-to-day, routine tasks of

operating a business management solution

and planning the monthly cost of system

operation is really easy and predictable.

With our

partners can benefit from a complex service

package. The business solution is run on a

central server and is easily and safely

accessible for authorized users via internet

connection. The service is available at any

time and anywhere – at work, at home or en

route – without any restrictions of place or

time. There is no need for high performance

computers or broadband connection to use

the system, a laptop and average speed

internet access is sufficient. What’s more, our

terminal service – in contrast to other, web-

based hosting constructions on the market –

allows a much faster and smoother application

than current local network solutions.

ENIAC ERP hosting service,

Using our hosting service, the company’s IT

operating expenses, such as hardware and

software licensing costs, power supply,

operation and air-conditioning of the server

room, can largely be reduced. It is

unnecessary to use expensive and highly

polluting DAT tapes or data carriers for daily

saving, since we support regular and nonstop

data backup instead of our partners.

Our company provides its ERP hosting service

on state of the art servers, which comes with

insurance against external damages like fire,

water damage or earthquake. We offer

firewall, virus protection and protection

against intrusion. Our strict authorisation

management ensures that only authorized

users have access to the software, being able

to record data or obtain corporate reports. We

perform automatic daily backup, update,

maintenance and legislation follow-up and

compliance of the system and databases.

Besides, we provide a hotline service and

technical advice to our partners.

15

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Complex service package

Predictable costs

Simple conditions

Quick application, teleworking

Reliable protection

Automatic maintenance and saving process

Hotline service

Technical advice
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UP-TO-DATE SOLUTIONS

FOR INDUSTRIES

DUE TO OUR EXPERIENCE IN SEVERAL DIFFERENT INDUSTRIAL SECTORS

AND OUR EXPERTISE OF NEARLY TWO DECADES, WE ARE ABLE TO

IMPLEMENT OUR BUSINESS SOFTWARES RAPIDLY, CUSTOMIZED TO

INDUSTRIES, OR EVEN COMPANIES.



Construction

Corporations working in the construction

sector must be able to give an immediate

response to changes that may affect the cost,

risk or deadline of a specific project. What’s

more, they need to do this in parallel with

ensuring the smooth operation and sufficient

profitability of the business. Our project

management system allows easy follow-up of

ongoing construction projects in all phases.

Our solutions cover the phases of planning,

bidding and contracting as well as

implementation, accomplishment level check,

and long-term registration of financial

performance and retention guarantees.

Our complex system supports the following

fields, amongst others:

• control of project cost estimates,

• control of contracts and contract versions,

• reducing operating and financial risks,

• ensuring screening from initial to closing

phase,

• support of inventory control of materials

and technical equipment,

• evaluation and analysis of supplier and

subcontractor performance,

• follow-up of deadlines,

• control of costs and rate of profitability of

completed projects.

Property management

In our experience, the two corner stones of

successful real estate management are tenant

satisfaction and transparent, predictable

business management. We offer alternatives

to our partners for all activities and related

tasks in property management. Our solutions

help promote and facilitate reliable

bookkeeping, cost analysis, appropriate

invoice scheduling and document

management as well.

Our complex system supports the following

fields, amongst others:

• optimization of public utility contracts,

checking of bills,

• record of rental fees in price per square

meter,

• tenant contacts (helpdesk),

• analysis of payment habits,

• group billing of tenant contracts,

• managing outstanding debts, statements of

account, payment reminders,

• utility reading, billing of payments,

• managing indexation, deposits, guarantees

and modifications,

• selection, control and optimization of

subcontractors,

• handling ’Move in’ and ’Move out’

inspection lists,

• partner rating of suppliers,

• archiving all documentation and photos of

the real estate.
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Financial sector

There are virtually no businesses

going unaffected by the financial-

economic crisis of recent years. In

order to maintain profitability and

competitiveness of such

organisations, ensuring a cost-

effective and flexible business

operation has never been a higher

priority before. Our full-scale,

integrated ERP system provides

extensive and safe solutions to

perform the complete back-office

activity of corporations, insurance

companies, and asset and fund

management companies working in

the financial service sector. The

division structure of the software

enables business groups operating in

a holding structure to generate

consolidated reports and statements.

The software is a real international

application, with a multi-language

menu and statement system, capable

of handling several currencies parallel

and complies with foreign reporting

obligations (IFRS, US GAAP).

Just a few examples of the fields

supported by the system:

• CRM – customer oriented

processes,

• MIS – risk and profit management,

• invoice and contract tracking,

• improvement of decision making

and planning.

Public utilities

Public utilities all around the world

need to operate under considerable

pressure: they not only have to meet

strict environmental and government

rules and increasing consumer

demands but also operate preferably

at a stable price level. Our softwares

offer precise and flexible solutions to

meet administrative demands related

to public utility service.

Our complex system supports the

following areas, amongst others:

• record of client data, addresses,

meters,

• handling contracts and contract

modifications,

• mass billing,

• generation of partial and

settlement bills based on

consumption,

• digitized handling of documents,

• helpdesk and CRM-functions,

• e-banking (electronic processing

of direct debit and checks),

• implementation of comprehensive

accounting tasks,

• risk management,

• handling and optimization of

outstanding debts,

• tracking and analysis of payment

habits.

Production

Under the given market

circumstances production companies

need to be able to respond quickly

and flexibly to any changes regarding

costs, risks, modification of deadlines

or technical content from the

customer side. Also, this needs to be

done without interfering with the

smooth operation and profit-making

activity of the company. Our

production management system

provides manufacturing companies

with best practice to keep track of

open orders easily and constantly, in

all phases from making an offer to

completion of work.

Our ERP solutions recommended to

help production companies cover the

following fields:

• keeping record of tasks,

production schedules related to

open orders,

• handling orders and order

modifications,

• reducing operating and financial

risks,

• ensuring transparency in all

production phases,

• keeping record of raw material use

until completion of finished

product,

• evaluation and analysis of plant,

supplier and subcontractor

performance,

• enabling control of deadlines,

orders completed, cost levels and

rates of profitability.

®
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Service sector

Players in the service sector will

benefit from our complex, project-

based service package that prioritizes

the most frequent, sector-specific

tasks. Our ERP system provides help

in managing the service sector from a

project approach.

Just a few examples to highlight the

benefits of our product:

• project based aspect,

• task-oriented solutions,

• clear and flexible resource

management,

• continuous cost analysis,

• full-scale document and contract

management.
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Media

The media world is a specific business

environment full of individual

challenges, where publishers,

advertising and creative agencies,

television channels, radio stations

and advertising space operators are

striving for the client in fierce

competition. The flexible installation

of our ERP system ensures quick and

easy administration of daily tasks of

companies operating on the media

market. The system is ideal for

administering all work-related duties

of media enterprises, from handling

diverse controlling analyses of

television program production

through accounting, financial and

marketing tasks of advertising

management, publishing and

newspaper distribution as well as

registration of subscription contracts

to generating pro forma invoices and

settling commission of sales

representatives.

We pay special attention to the

following areas:

• managing sales of advertising

spot and space,

• client, brand, campaign and job

management,

• digital document management,

• copyright management,

• product development,

• cost-effective operation,

• constant financial control,

• risk management,

• optimization of outstanding debts,

• current-plan comparison.

Public sector

The public is expecting an ever-

increasing amount of professional

and efficient services from the state

and other budgetary institutions. Our

solutions provide assistance to

players and institutions in the public

sector in serving customers most

effectively given the scarce

resources. Our software assures a

smooth business operation in

accordance with the cash flow

approach of state administration

bodies and budgetary institutions.

The application’s multi-dimensional

system of statements is suitable for

tracking down resource usage

detailed in project chapters from a

cash flow aspect.

Our ERP solutions targeted at

budgetary institutions place special

emphasis on the following fields:

• more efficient resource

management,

• cash flow approach,

• precise and thorough document

management,

• cost-effective operation,

• user-friendly and transparent

accounting.
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WE ARE CONVINCED THAT A SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT

INFORMATION SYSTEM IS MUCH MORE THAN SIMPLY A WELL-

FUNCTIONING SOFTWARE. THEREFORE, BESIDES OUR INNOVATIVE

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SOFTWARES, WE PROVIDE OUR CLIENTS

WITH A COMPLEX SERVICE PACKAGE THAT HELPS PROMOTE A MORE

EFFICIENT AND ECONOMICAL BUSINESS OPERATION.

COMPLEX SERVICE PACKAGE

FOR LIGHT BUSINESS MANAGEMENT



In our activities we put special emphasis on

supporting services such as convenient and

user-friendly application of the product,

strategic consultancy and meeting specific

needs. Our experts are dedicated to turning

the benefits into value for our partners, in the

shortest possible time span.

Prior to starting implementation of the fully

integrated management information system

distributed by us, we thoroughly assess the

company’s existing processes and business

rules. This information is later used when

customizing the product, i.e. linking current

processes to the software. This survey

highlights the areas in need of consultancy to

help optimize business operation. Our

consultant team of experts offers practical

know-how and process oriented approach that

adds value to businesses in the form of

competitive market advantage.

ENIAC-START: customized
solution and consultancy

SOP: a ’know-all’ manual

ENIAC-24: client friendly
product support

We summarize the information gained from

analysing business processes in a customized

manual of operating rules. This so-called SOP

(Standard Operation Procedures) manual

gives a detailed description of corporate back-

office processes and functions, makes

suggestions to optimize operational

processes, and sums up all necessary

information for rapid implementation and

everyday use of the management software.

We regularly upgrade the manual along with

any changes in business operation and

software development, so that an updated

version can help users’ work at all times.

For the simple and smooth application of our

softwares, we provide our partners with

continuous back-up support. This service

includes system updates and follow-up of

rules and regulations. Our colleagues are

pleased to answer all client inquiries and calls

quickly and professionally.
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• Innovative softwares

• Customised solutions

• Optimization of processes

• Strategic consultancy

• Updated SOP manual

• Constant product support
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ENIAC Computing

www.eniac.hu

H–1021 Budapest,

Hûvösvölgyi út 54.

Phone: +36 1 457 8420

e-mail: sales@eniac.hu

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE BENEFITS OF THE

INNOVATIVE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

AND BUSINESS SOLUTIONS OFFERED BY ENIAC

COMPUTING. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE

VISIT OUR WEBSITE, OR CONTACT US HERE:
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